From: Jeff Dewe
Sent: June-10-16 10:08 PM
To: BoardSec
Subject: EB-2015-0141

Hi I've been informed that Hydro One has just asked for a rate increase of current rate of $22 per
pole per year to $70 per pole per year. OMG, I can hardly pay my electric bill to start with,
Hydro One overcharges everyone on Hydro One, I currently pay 48% of bill in "Delivery fees
and taxes on delivery fees" My last electric bill was $148 usage and the total amount owing was
$289 ,,, $141 in delivery fees and taxes. Lets face it Cable prices are way over priced, They start
at $60 a month and quickly go up. Basic cable should be $20 a month and never will be if you
allow this insane rate increase. I don't get wage increase every year, hell I haven't had a raise in 5
yrs, but electric has more than doubled. What is wrong with Hydro One? They are way too
greedy, They over pay there top wages of 4 million a yr, What about people on 20,000 a year
with $400-$500 electric bills eating kraft dinner every night, or people getting there electricity
cut off, One person claimed bankruptcy due to his Hydro One bill, If anything you should stand
up to them and cut there rate in half, really $22 a pole for wire to sit on a month where the actual
clients have paid for that pole 100 times over. People are in dire straits with Hydro One, they
don't play fair, they make a 1.5 billion a year profit that they give to Wynne and investors and
then say "Please allow a rate increase so we can fix some nuclear reactors," Why Wynne sell
60% for over 20 billion dollars and does not pay of any Hydro One debts, she made the debts
with bad decisions like towers that lead nowhere and rate payers pay 50 million in Interest. Put
an end to this, I am paying $0.21kWh on average once you divide my bill by kWh. That's insane,
Quebec pays 1/3 we do because its well managed, using Hydro made with water dams. None of
this green stuff. Please do not allow this unfair unjust price increase and please reduce what they
get to half at $11 a pole and put a limit on it for 11yrs reducing 1% a year. so after 11yrs no more
paying, Or charge them $22 a pole to a have pole erected on public streets. They should not be
charging for it anyways. Its so wrong, too much greed, Man I hate Hydro One and so does
27,000 other Hydro One users, I wish it was broken up and sold to Quebec Hydro and be done
with them. We have no choice, no voice and the rates are way way way toooooooo High. Thanks
for your time
Jeff

